Search-match programs are routinely used for powder diffraction data to identify phases, verify sample purity and/or find the best initial structure for a detailed structure refinement. We present a prototype search-match tool that brings similar capabilities for atomic pair distribution function (PDF) analysis. We have utilized the Crystallography Open Database (COD)
Search-match programs are routinely used for powder diffraction data to identify phases, verify sample purity and/or find the best initial structure for a detailed structure refinement. We present a prototype search-match tool that brings similar capabilities for atomic pair distribution function (PDF) analysis. We have utilized the Crystallography Open Database (COD) 1 and the DiffPy-CMI software 2 to compute theoretical x-ray PDFs for the entire COD collection and to extract their characteristic features such as the nearest neighbor distance, positions of the strongest peak, and their probability moments at selected intervals. These characteristics were entered into Elasticsearch
